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YOYO chair is a perfect complement to the office  space. It allows 

employees to get away from the busy office desks and interact with 

each other more efficient at the bar or around the round table. YOYO 

is compact, lively and expressive, which not only promotes creative 

collaboration, but also makes the space full of vitality.

Collaboration





Coffee Time

When the work pace gets faster, teams  need flexible  space solution  

that  they could be arranged accordingly to fulfill the needs of different 

tasks . The focus of promoting innovation is to capture the power of 

impromptu interaction. YOYO's  compactness and flexibility  make it as 

an ideal choice for social spaces.



The  simple appearance of YOYO and a variety of color choices 

enhance  the vitality of the space and create a warm and pleasant 

learning atmosphere. You could build a free space that encourages 

sharing, innovation, and flexibility at any time which make the meeting 

or training space is full of vitality.

Learning and 
Training





In the future, companies will face the situation of working at home will 

be accepted by people like working in an office, and it will receive the 

same attention. YOYO Chair is small and full of vitality. Its multiple 

colors and weavings create a free and happy atmosphere for the home 

space. The innovative design and simple style of YOYO bring  more 

health and vitality into home office or study.

Work / study at home



The YOYO Chair adopted the Gabriel's Mozart series fabric . The 

exquisite mixed color texture makes the fabric rich and vibrant. The 4 

color options help you create different space styles. In addition, Mozart 

series has good elasticity, excellent durability, natural fire resistance and 

environment friendly . The fabric adopted 100% renewable polyester, 

which reached the EU and international textile ecological certification level.

Captivating Fabrics
-Mozart



FC3101 GreenFC3104 Orange FC3103  Dark  grey    FC3102 Light grey 
          

Various colors of fabrics, two plastic colors for your selection . You 

could customize your own YOYO chair to light up your office space.

15mm backrest height adjustment Non-slip base for stable support

Leading European furniture fabric brand
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Carton size:  23-3/4"L*16-1/4"W*23-1/4"H 

CBM:0.15 

Quantity: 1pcs per carton 

Net weight: 10.0KG        Gross weight: 12.1KG  

Loading: 20GP:168PCS  40GP:344PCS  40HQ:430PCS 

Carton size :  23-1/4"L*20-1/4"W*19-3/4"H 

CBM:0.15 

Quantity: 1pcs per carton 

Net weight : 8.5KG Gross weight : 10.5KG  

Loading: 20GP:168PCS  40GP:344PCS  40HQ:430PCS 

Size & Packing
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